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ABSTRACT 
 

Several topics related to the renewable energy and the historical records of the petrol prices currently dominate the 

international scene. This rapid inflating fuel price resulted in the growing of the world's energies consumption 

related the growth of the world economy. In addition, the enormous environmental degradation, the political and 

socio-economic events which reveal the world’s precarious position related to the exhaustion of fossil energy 

reserves of the planet, have led most countries of the world to set a policy framework to promote energy 

conservation, environmental security and encourage the use of renewable energy technologies. 

This article presents a study of an Autonomous environmental friendly System of Electricity Production by a 

Mechanical Power Generation based on Solar-Heated HFC -134a Rankine Cycles system (ASEP-MPG-SHRC). This 

study is developed at the Laboratory of Electromechanical Systems of the National Engineering School of Sfax – 

Tunisia in order to produce autonomous electricity generation satisfying the priority needs of small villages non 

accessible to the electricity framework. This work focuses on the design, the modelling of the different components 

and the numerical simulation of the system functioning using the developed model based on a three types of mode: 

summer mode, yearly mode and winter mode of the ambient temperature and solar flux for Gafsa city-Tunisia. This 

simulation allows predicting the behaviour of the system following variations in both command parameters and 

external perturbations. The proposed design of the ASEP-MPG-SHRC consists of four loops, using an expander for 

electricity generation based on a solar-heated thermodynamic Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) operating at low 

temperature range. 

Keywords: Electricity production, solar thermal energy, Organic Rankine Cycles, modelling, numerical simulation. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

aA  Aperture area of the CPC,      
2m  

rA  Receiver area of the CPC,      
2m  

pC  Specific heat       )/(kgKJ  

RF  Heat removal factor,      - 

cm  Concentrator volumetric Working fluid flow rate,   sm /3
 

Sm  Concentrator volumetric Working fluid flow rate,   sm /3
 

Tm  Organic Working fluid mass flow rate,    skg /  

UQ  Collector useful energy,      W  

DQ  Heat removed from the storage tank,    W  

LstQ  Surround storage tank heat loss,     W  

LasQ  Surround auxiliary tank heat loss,     W  
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SHQ  Heat removed from auxiliary tank,     W  

AHQ  Heat from auxiliary heater,     W  

UEQ  Useful heat delivered by the evaporator,    W  

EQ  Evaporator heat input,      W  

LeQ  Evaporator heat loss,      W  

TQ  Energy produced by the expender,     W  

S   Absorbed Solar heat flux,      
2/ mW  

t  Time,        Second 

aT  Ambient temperature,      K  

ST  Storage tank working fluid temperature,    K  

LU  Overall heat loss coefficient of the CPC,    )/( 2 KmW  

c  Control function, 

h  Enthalpy,       kgJ /  

  Mass density,       
3/ mkg  

T  Expander efficiency,  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Several topics related to the renewable energy and the historical records of the petrol prices currently dominate the 

international scene. In addition, climate change has become politically on the global agenda since the Earth Summit 

at Rio de Janeiro 1992. 

The price of oil (Brent crude) surged to record levels of more than $140 per barrel in July 2008, upward pressure is 

intensifying, especially in oil-and food-importing countries [1]. This rapid inflating fuel price resulted in the 

growing of the world's energies consumption related to the growth of the world economy. In addition, the enormous 

environmental degradation; the political and socio-economic events which reveal the world’s precarious position 

related to the exhaustion of fossil energy reserves of the planet, the half original world oil stock reserves has been 

estimated pumped out, have led most countries of the world to set a policy framework to promote energy 

conservation, environmental security and encourages the use of renewable energy technologies.  

Electricity consumption grew across the EU-25 at an average annual rate of 1.8 % between 1990 and 2004. This rate 

of increase shows an apparent strong correlation between electricity consumption and economic growth [2]. Indeed, 

the availability of electricity is widely held as an indicator of development of the regions. More than one billion and 

a half people in urban areas, rural areas and Saharan regions have no access to electricity. These regions where 

economic activity is little or under developed, concentrated especially on agriculture, needs small amounts of 

electricity to meet priority needs such as water pumping, desalination, communications, refrigeration, cooling, 

heating and so on. The electrification rates are varying among continents; Africa has the lowest rates in the 

developing world, since only 34.3% of the population was linked to electricity in 2000 against 40.8% in South Asia, 

86.6 % Latin America 86.9% in East Asia and 91.1% in the Middle East [3]. These rates increases respectively to 

35.5%, 42.8%, 89.2%, 88.1% and 91.8% in 2002 [4], Percentage of population access to electricity in urban and 

rural areas in the world at 2000 are respectively 91% and 57% [5,6]. 

An increasing number of researches in production of electricity for supplying basic needs to small communities, 

rural locations, Saharan and isolated areas have been actively engaged to concept and development an 

environmentally friendly system of electricity production using renewable energy. Therefore, previous works were 

interested in producing of electricity by solar thermal energy. Lourdes et al [7], present the project entitled 

POWERSOL (Mechanical Power Generation Based on Solar Heat Engines) partially supported by the European 

Commission under the Specific program for research, The main POWERSOL objective is to develop a shaft power 

generation technology, based on solar thermal energy. The project focuses on the technological development of a 

solar thermal-driven mechanical power generation based on a solar-heated thermodynamic cycle. Zouhair et al [8], 
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propose a hybrid thermal energy storage system for managing simultaneously the storage of heat from solar and 

electric energy. A heat transfer model of the system is developed and validated. Saad et al [9], present a unified 

model of a solar electric generation system in order to study different collector-field power-house arrangements, the 

model evaluates thermal properties, steam flow rate and pressure drop in a direct steam generation or an oil based 

collector field.  D. Manolakos et al [10], present a design outline, of a low temperature solar organic Rankine cycle 

system for reverse osmosis desalination. Four expanders generate 7 KW, are used for the operation of the system, 

HFC-134a is used as a working fluid in the organic Rankine cycle. A. Schuster et al [11], present the state of the art 

of the Organic Rankine Cycle applications with innovative systems which have been simulated in a process 

simulation environment using experimental data. Jiangfeng et al [12] propose a combined power and refrigeration 

cycle which combines the Rankine cycle and the absorption refrigeration cycle. This combined cycle uses a binary 

ammonia–water mixture as a working fluid and produces both power and refrigeration output. D. Mills [13] presents 

an overview of the current technologies of the thermal solar electricity production technologies which are available, 

or are being developed with an assessment of their market prospects. 

This article presents the ASEP-MPG-SHRC study developed at the Laboratory of Electromechanical Systems of the 

National Engineering School of Sfax – Tunisia, in order to satisfy the priority needs of  small villages non accessible 

to the electricity framework regions. 

A prototype of this installation will be tested in Gafsa-Tunisia located in south-Western Tunisia, 350 kilometers 

from the capital, geographical coordinates are 34°25′ North and 8°47′ East, have a very high natural potential of 

solar energy availability, with more than 3500 hours of sunshine per year. This work focuses on the conception, the 

modelling of the different components and the numerical simulation of the developed models to predict the 

behaviour of the prototype. The proposed design outline of the thermal solar energy for (shaft) mechanical power 

generation used directly for electricity generation using an expander for electricity generation based on a solar-

heated thermodynamic organic Rankine cycle at low temperature range. This prototype is designed in order to 

produce autonomous electricity generation around of 6 KW. 

Firstly, section 2 presents the technical description of the ASEP-MPG-SHRC. Secondly, section 3 presents the 

thermodynamic cycle properties of the working fluid at the closed fourth loop while comparing real and ideal cycle. 

Section 4 presents the mathematical model of the different components of the system. Finally, sections 5 and 6 point 

out the different results of the simulation. 

 

2. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ASEP-MPG-SHRC  
 

The operation of the novel autonomous system of electricity production utilizing solar-heated Rankine Cycles is 

illustrated in the figure 1. The proposed system is consisted of several interconnected components with a four flow 

loops. 

 
Figure 1:  Design of the autonomous system of electricity production from a  

mechanical power generation based on solar-heated HFC-134a Rankine Cycles 

 

The first flow loop, whose primary function is to convert the incident solar radiation into thermal energy to provide 

as much hot working fluid (oil) as possible, this flow loop containing the Cylindrical Parabolic solar Collectors 

(CPC), the storage tank, and the collector pump which collect the solar energy from the concentration collectors to 

the storage tank. The collector pump is controlled with a differential thermostat controller; this controller activates 

http://stable.toolserver.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Gafsa&params=34_25_N_8_47_E_%7b%7b%7b7%7d%7d%7d
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the collector loop pump only when the temperature of the working fluid at the collector outlet exceeds the storage 

tank temperature. It is only under this condition that the energy in the collector working fluid can be transferred to 

the storage tank. Protection of the collector loop from overpressure by thermal expansion is provided by an 

expansion tank. 

At the second flow loop, the working fluid from the storage tank is delivered to the auxiliary tank; the working fluid 

is heated by an auxiliary heater upon demand. The aquastat turns the auxiliary energy on, when the temperature of 

the working fluid in the auxiliary tank is under 110 °C and turns the auxiliary energy off, when the temperature 

exceeds 120 °C. In this second heating stage, the temperature is increased by an auxiliary heat, if necessary. The 

energy can be satisfied from wood, charcoal, agricultural waste and animal dung. The energy delivered from the 

auxiliary tank is used to drive the third flow loop. The pump at this loop is controlled by a differential thermostat- 

potentiometers none presented in the figure, in order to maintain a constant temperature 90 °C at state 8. 

The fourth flow loop, which constituted by an evaporator, an expander, a condenser and a feed pump, the working 

fluid in this loop, HFC-134a, have a low saturation temperature at the pressures required by the expander, generally 

fluocarbons are the typically used for this purpose.  The working fluid, HFC-134a, leaving the condenser at state 13, 

and pumped to the evaporator at state 10, at this point it enters the evaporator after to be pre-heated, where it is 

converted into a superheated vapour at state 11. The super-heated vapour is then driven to the expander where 

mechanical work is then generated. The saturated vapour at the expander outlet, at state 12, is directed to the 

condenser and condensed. The expander shaft is coupled to a generator which converts the rotary mechanical motion 

into the electrical energy. 

 

3. PROPERTIES OF THE ORGANIC RANKINE CYCLE STATES – HFC- 134A - 
 

Figure 2 illustrates the thermodynamic cycle (pressure – enthalpy) of the HFC 134a working fluid at the closed 

fourth loop which converts heat into work. The cycle consists of four processes, in an ideal Rankine cycle which can 

be analyzed as steady-flow process, described below, the pump and expander would be isentropic and no heat loss to 

the surroundings when the working fluid flows through the connecting pipes and the various components, this 

maximizes the net work output. Temperature, pressure, enthalpy and entropy at different states are listed in table 1. 

 

 

Figure 2:  Pressure-enthalpy Rankine cycle working fluid states (HFC-134a) . 

 

State    T ( °C )  P ( Bar )  H ( kJ / kg)      S ( kJ / kg. K ) 

10- Pumped liquid,  35  21.16  248.7   1.166 

10’- Saturated liquid,  70  21.16  303.9   1.332 

11- Super-heated vapor   75  21.16  437.8   1.718 

12- Saturated vapor   35  8.67  415.9   1.709 

13- Saturated liquid  35  8.67  248.7   1.166 

Table 1:  State of Rankine Cycle 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isentropic
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 Process 13-10: Isentropic compression (HFC-134a Pump), at this stage the pump requires little input 

energy to pump the HFC-134a, liquid, from low pressure, 8.67 bar, to high pressure, 21.16 bar. 

 Process 10-11: Isobaric heat supply (pre-heater and evaporator), liquid enters the evaporator, after to be 

heated in the pre-heater, at the high pressure produced by the pump where it is heated at constant pressure, 

21.16 bar, to become super-heated vapour by the energy coming from the heat exchanger. 

 Process 11-12: Isentropic expansion (Expander), the dry saturated vapour expands through the expander, 

generating a mechanical power. This decreases the temperature, to 35 °C, and pressure, to 8.76, of the 

vapour to become a saturated vapour. 

 Process 12-13: Isobaric heat rejection (Condenser), the saturated vapour then enters the condenser where it 

is condensed at a constant pressure and temperature to become a saturated liquid. 

 

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
 

The models of the different components of the ASEP-MPG-SHRC (solar collector, storage tank, evaporator, 

expander, heat exchanger, condenser and pumps) allow a good description of the real process and a better 

monitoring of time evolution of the various parameters. In the autonomous system of electricity production, multiple 

phenomena are involved, such as heating, compressing, evaporating and condensation. This section presents the 

different mathematical model of the several system components. 

  Solar collector modelling 

The useful energy delivered by the cylindrical parabolic concentrator (CPC) depends on the absorbed solar heat flux, 

S , the ambient temperature, )(tTa , and the collector input/output signals, which are respectively the working fluid 

flow rate, )(tmc
 , the inlet working fluid temperature, )(1 tT , and the output working fluid temperature, )(2 tT . 

The rate of the total useful energy, UQ , delivered by CPC is given by, 

  ca

a

Lr
RaU TT

A

UA
SFAQ 
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.         ( 1 )  

Where c  is the control function. 
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The control function implies that UQ is positive only when the incident energy is greater than the losses from the 

collector. 

  Storage tank modelling 

At any instant, heat may be added to the storage tank by the collector ( UQ ), removed by the second loop between 

state 4 and state 5 ( DQ ), and lost to the storage surrounded by heat transfer through the storage tank walls ( LstQ ). 

The storage tank is considered as a multivariable system with input signals such as those from the collector cm  and 

2T ,  and those from the second loop Sm  and 5T , and the output signals  is the storage tank temperature 3T  or 4T . 

http://www.taftan.com/thermodynamics/ISENPROC.HTM
http://www.taftan.com/thermodynamics/ISOBARPR.HTM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_condenser
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boiling_point
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The ambient temperature aT  is considered as perturbation signal. The working fluid in the storage tank is 

considered homogenous. The instantaneous energy balance on the storage unit is then: 

  LstDU

S

stp QQQ
dt

dT
MC           ( 2 )  

  Auxiliary tank modelling 

Same thing as the storage tank, heat may be added/ removed to the auxiliary storage tank by the storage tank/heat 

exchanger between states 4 and 7, ( SHQ ), and added by the auxiliary heater ( AHQ ) and lost to the auxiliary tank 

surrounded by heat transfer through the auxiliary tank walls ( LasQ ). The input signals of the auxiliary tank are Sm , 

4T , and AHQ . The output signal is the auxiliary storage tank temperature 7T , the ambient temperature aT  is 

considered as perturbation signal. The working fluid in the auxiliary tank is considered homogenous. The 

instantaneous energy balance on the storage unit is then: 

  LasSHAH

as

asp QQQ
dt

dT
MC           ( 3 )  

  Evaporator modelling 

HFC-134a saturated liquid enters the evaporator, in which is heated to super heated vapour, the process is taken 

Isobaric.  At the steady-state the useful power delivered by the evaporator is given by : 

)( '1011 hhmQQQ TLeEUE           ( 4 )  

Where 11h  and 01 h  are respectively the enthalpy at state 11 and 10’. EQ , UEQ  and LeQ  are respectively the 

evaporator heat input, the useful heat delivered by the evaporator and the evaporator heat lost.  

  Expander modelling 

The super heated vapour exits the evaporator, which has an elevated temperature and pressure, expands through the 

expander to convert the heat energy contained in the vapour exiting the evaporator into mechanical energy, rotary 

motion, and then will be converted into the electrical energy by a generator. After expansion the working fluid is 

discharged to the condenser with the low pressure. We assume that the expander is adiabatic and the process is 

isentropic expansion. Under steady-state conditions, the power produced by the expander, TQ , is given by: 

)( 1211 hhmQ TTT             ( 5 )  

Where T  is the expander efficiency, 11h  and 12h  are respectively the enthalpy at state 11 and 12. 

  Condenser modelling 

Saturated vapour in the expander outlet is condensed to liquid in the condenser, at the steady-state the power 

required by the condenser is given by: 

)( 1213 hhmQ TW             ( 6 )  

  Pump modelling 

Pump pressurized the HFC-134a liquid from the condenser outlet to the pre-heater inlet. Assuming no heat transfer 

with the surroundings, the power required by the pump is given by: 

)(
.

1310 PP
m

Q
P

T
p 



          ( 7 )  

 

 

http://www.taftan.com/thermodynamics/ISENPROC.HTM
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5. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
 

The developed equations in section 4 are used to simulate the ASEP-MPG-SHRC functioning in winter mode, 

summer mode and yearly mode. The numerical simulations of the developed model allow predicting the behaviour 

of the system following variations in both internal and external signals following variations in meteorological 

conditions. The autonomous system of electricity production consists of thirteen CPC with total aperture area of 

312
2m . The receivers are cylindrical, painter flat black, with total area of 24.44 

2m . The CPC is designed to heat 

the oil at a total flow rate of
3103.6 

skg / . The energy delivered to the ORC from the third loop is 78,3 KW. 

System specifications and input data are listed in table 2. 

 

Symbol     Unit     Value 

CPC Collector 

aA       
2m      312 

rA       
2m      24.44 

RF       _     variable 

S       
2/ mW      variable 

aT       K      variable 

LU       KmW 2/     variable 

Storage Tank 

pC       KkgJ ./     1850 

M       kg      
410  

cm       sm /3
                

310.3,6 
 

LstU       KmW 2/     0.4 

         kgm /3
    950 

Auxiliary tank 

pC       KkgJ ./     1850 

M       kg      50 

Sm       sm /3
     variable 

LstU       KmW 2/     0.4 

Table 2: System specification and input data 

Figures 3 and 4 present the meteorological data for Gafsa city from 1983 to 1997 [14,15]. The daily evolution of the 

ambient temperature is given by [14,15]: 

XASTT mh .           ( 8 ) 

Where hT the external ambient temperature is for any considered hour, mT is the maximal external temperature, 

AS  is the average seasonal amplitude of temperature and X is a coefficient of hourly temperature. Figures 5 and 6 

represent, respectively, the three types of the ambient temperature aT , evolution and solar heat flux, S , evolution 

used in the simulation where Su , Ye  and We  represent respectively the model used for summer yearly and winter 

mode. The average solar heat flux of these modes is respectively 7465 daymWh ../ 2
, 5125 daymWh ../ 2

 and 

3210 daymWh ../ 2
 estimated respectively as the average of June - July - August, the annual average, and the 

average of December – January - February. 
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Figure 3:  Monthly average ambient temperature for Gafsa city from 1983 to 1997. 

  Maximum absolute temperature,      Average monthly maximum temperature, 

  Average monthly temperature of the day,   Average monthly temperature of the night. 

 

 
Figure 4:  Monthly average of the daily solar insulation of Gafsa city 

 from 1983 to 1997 on horizontal surface. 

 
 

 
Figure 5:   Three model types, summer mode, yearly mode and winter mode, 

 of the ambient temperature used in the simulation  for Gafsa city. 
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Figure 6:   Three model types, summer mode, yearly mode and winter mode, 

 of the solar heat flux S used in the simulation  for Gafsa city. 

 

CPC solar Collector is the principal basic of energy production; figures 7 to 9 present respectively the temperature 

variation of the collector, storage tank and auxiliary tank working fluid outlet for the three types of simulation 

models. Figures 10 and 11 present the useful energy rate delivered respectively by the CPC and the auxiliary heater 

for the three types of simulation models, the ASEP-MPG-SHRC is designed under the condition that the energy rate 

delivered by the auxiliary heater in summer is null, in addition, the data of the monthly average of the daily solar 

insulation of Gafsa city given in figure 4 are defined for a horizontal surface. Using tilted collector over an entire 

day from sunrise to sunset or a motorized collector improving the energy performance of the installation and 

decreases the energy delivered by the auxiliary heater in the other seasons. The ASEP-MPG-SHRC uses thermal 

storage instead of electric batteries to avoid costly operational maintenance, toxic wastes of the batteries, figures.12 

and 13 present the heat loss rate surrounded by heat transfer through the walls respectively for the storage tank and 

the auxiliary tank for the three types of simulation models. Improving the performance of the installation depends on 

many other temporary or integrated parameters: thermal insulation, choice of materials, systems for storing heat and 

so on. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Result of the simulation of the temperature variation of the collector working fluid outlet for the three 

modes, (summer model, yearly model, winter model) 
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Figure 8: Result of the simulation of the temperature variation of the storage tank working fluid, for the three 

models types, (summer model, yearly model, winter model) 

 

 

Figure 9: Result of the simulation of the temperature variation of the auxiliary tank working fluid, for the three 

modes, (summer mode, yearly mode, winter mode) 

 

Figure 10: Result of the simulation of the collector useful energy rate delivered to the storage tank by the CPC, for 

the three mode, (summer mode, yearly mode, winter mode) 
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Figure 11:  Result of the simulation of the auxiliary heater energy rate delivered to the auxiliary, for the three 

modes, (summer mode, yearly mode, winter mode) 

 

 

Figure 12:  Result of the simulation of the storage tank heat loss, for the three modes, (summer mode, yearly mode, 

winter mode) 

 

Figure 13: Result of the simulation of the auxiliary tank heat loss, for the three modes, (summer mode, yearly mode, 

winter mode) 
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6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a contribution in the development of the electricity generation based on Solar-Heated Rankine 

Cycles. The presented design which can be widely used in the regions with high natural potential of solar energy 

availability, have the advantages of minimal adverse impact upon the environment, energy saving. This prototype is 

suitable for being installed in any place where solar energy is available. This technology could fit future energy 

demand, permit to avoid immigration from the rural area, create a new employment and help the development of the 

region.  

This installation is very sensitive not only to variations of its command parameters, but also to meteorological 

perturbations. The mathematical modelling and the numerical simulation of the different compartments of the 

system would allow a better knowledge of the process and the spatial distribution as well as the time evolution of the 

unit performance variables. 
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